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Easily installed, Bar Turnstiles offer a reliable layer
of motorised protection for your premises. Their
capacity to handle high traffic while restricting
unauthorised access makes them an optimal choice
for adding a layer of security in areas with limited
space.



Why choose Meesons?

What we do
Identify how best to protect your
space, people and assets.

Service

One plan. Made simple
Our knowledge of environmental factors,
usage, wear and tear and the impact on
entrance performance emphasizes the
importance of maintenance and protection.
While our products are designed to endure
the test of time, we acknowledge the
necessity of regular servicing and upkeep to
ensure uninterrupted use.

We offer one simple Service Plan, which is
customisable. With bolt-on features, you can
create a plan to suit your business needs.

Meesons is dedicated to ensuring the
longevity of your investments, which is why
all products automatically come with a 12-
month warranty. We recommend an
aftercare service plan that includes regular
inspections, maintenance, and repairs to
keep your system running smoothly, safely,
and efficiently.

The company endorses a layered security approach
and collaborates with outstanding manufacturing
partners to provide physical security for various
settings. Business managers work with architects
and security consultants to ensure the right balance
between aesthetics and protection for clients.

Improve end-user experiences by
unifying physical security with data.

Establishing lasting relationships with clients allows
for a deeper understanding of their needs, including
product usability, access control integration, and
management software connectivity. Combining
technology and physical security can enhance the
functionality of smart buildings.

Modernise your access security
faster, with greater confidence.

The focus on empowering change within physical
security has led to product innovation, including the
largest number of LPS 1175: Issue 8 approved
products and the world's only high-security
revolving door approved to LPS 1175: Issue 8.

Since 1864, we have delivered entrance and access security solutions for
forward-looking organisations seeking a building entrance solution
adapted to their day-to-day operations. Today, we provide superior
operational effectiveness, better, simpler customer experiences, and the
ability to scale easily. We work with every customer to create an entrance
control solution that meets their organisations’ requirements.

Now, with a long-established nationwide and international presence, we
are proud to be trusted by many prestigious companies for our market-
leading solutions installed in iconic buildings and locations.
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Ideal for...

Why choose a Bar Turnstile?

Your considerations

Due to their minimal footprint, this range provides
space-saving entrance solutions that work to level
up your secure line. Available for both indoor and
outdoor installations, our range offers a broad
spectrum of accessories and customisations to
facilitate access for any type of user. 

When seeking to upgrade your secure spaces, Bar
Turnstiles are ideal for increasing security in space-
limited areas with high throughput. This range
provides a reliable layer of protection with an easy
installation process and a silent motor drive that
minimises disruptions. Whether securing stadiums,
gyms, leisure facilities, or temporary installations, Bar
Turnstiles offer a simple yet effective solution for
elevated security measures.

Enhances user satisfaction by creating a smooth

and simple entrance experience

Allows for a range of access needs including

wheelchair access

Maintains a sense of safety and security in busy

environments

Provides effective access control for areas with

limited space

Improves traffic management in high throughput

areas with quick, bi-directional transit 

Demands minimal maintenance to uphold long-lasting

secure standards

Suitable for various environments, including

temporary installations

Our motor-driven Bar Turnstiles offer a secure and reliable solution
for safeguarding your premises. Their space-efficient cabinet design
and easy installation process make them ideal for preventing
unauthorised access in compact spaces. Equipped with electronic
crawl-under and climb-over detection, they eliminate threats of
tailgating, ensuring a high level of security even in high-throughput
areas. Our Bar Turnstiles enable swift, bi-directional transit, featuring
a silent motor drive and an inbuilt Go-Call feature that visually
signals authorised access to users by rotating the turnstile head
forward slightly. This creates a comfortable and easy-to-follow
entrance experience for all users. With a variety of finishes for both
internal and external applications, our Bar Turnstiles provide a
reliable entrance solution suitable for a range of secure facilities.

Fine-tuned to your needs

Benefits to your business

Benefits to users



DIMENSIONS

Cabinet Height
1100mm

Cabinet Length
450mm

Cabinet Width
320mm

No. Arms 
Tripod arms Ø 40mm

Passage Width
Standard Width: 550mm
Max Passage Width: 570mm

ConnectivityCustomisable

Bar Turnstiles

BAR EK
The Bar EK is a compact and classic tripod turnstile
ideal for installations with limited space and high
throughput requirements. This reliable turnstile
automatically adapts to the rotation speed of the user
with an emergency drop arm to allow free passage,
enabling safe and comfortable transit. Available for wall
mounting and with a high-quality durable finish, the Bar
EK provides a secure access solution suited for internal
and external applications.

Key Features

Medium Security
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Anti-Tailgating High Throughput

Pram Access



Bar Turnstiles

Bar ONE 
Tripod
The Bar One Tripod is a modern half-height turnstile
that combines a space-saving design with an MDD
motor drive to enable increased transits. Designed for
compact, high-traffic environments, this turnstile
provides smooth high throughput, low maintenance, and
silent operation, a reliable yet effective anti-tailgating
solution for any secure space.

DIMENSIONS

Cabinet Height
990mm

Cabinet Length
990mm

Cabinet Width
210mm

No. of Arms
Tripod arms  Ø 40mm

Passage Width
Standard Width: 550mm
Max Passage Width: 570mm
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ConnectivityCustomisable

Key Features

Medium SecurityAnti-Tailgating High Throughput

Pram Access



DIMENSIONS

Cabinet Height
990mm

Cabinet Length
990mm

Cabinet Width
210mm

Passage Width
Standard width: 550mm (900mm wide access lane)
Max passage width: 570mm

No. of Arms
Single arm Ø 40mm

Bar Turnstiles

Bar ONE 
Unipod
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The BAR One Unipod is a unique single arm turnstiles ideal
for space-limited areas, enhancing security and preventing
tailgating with a minimal design. The silent and smooth MDD
motor drive ensures seamless access and increased transit
levels, enhancing user comfort and excelling in high-traffic
scenarios. 

ConnectivityCustomisable

Key Features

Medium SecurityAnti-Tailgating High Throughput

Pram Access



Bar EK Bar One Tripod Bar One Unipod

Cabinet height (mm) 1100 990 990

Cabinet length (mm) 450 990 990

Cabinet width (mm) 320 210 210

No. of arms
Tripod arms Ø 40mm Tripod arms  Ø 40mm Single arm Ø 40mm

Brushed stainless steel 

Passage standard width (mm) 550 550 550 (900 wide access lane)

Max passage width (mm) 570 570 570

Standard Feature

Option

Not Available

Technical
Specifications
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